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As the past catches up with Catherine one of her sisters becomes a thorn in her side. To make life

even more stressful for her, the young woman finds herself torn between two of the people she

loves most in the world. As her husband, Patrick, does his best to provide for his young family

Catherine fears he is keeping secrets from her, possibly even more hurtful than the one she has

concealed in her heart. While Patrick yearns for social change and a better future for his children,

his wife is more concerned about the past and what damage it might cause.
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This is the fourth grand tale of An Irish Family Saga. The hard part is waiting for Book Five. I have

just now finished reading the story, and I feel as though my own family have left for America. This is

a testament to how well written it is written, and to how much the characters become friends. Well

Done Jean !!! If you love Ireland and its people, Read these stories. You will be glad you did.

A Legacy of Secrets - Book 4 - I enjoyed every one of the books in the series of 'An Irish Family



Saga'. I love to read about people's lives in the 1800's, this was an excellent adventure . I would

recommend this series to everyone. These books started with the 'Potato Famine' in Ireland to the

1900's, there was sadness, happiness, adventure, mystery, hardships, love, families, friends, and

secrets it was all there to absorb.'A Legacy of Secrets' is an awesome, unforgetable book. This

book brought everything together. Every family has secrets, every person in each family has

secrets, secrets are not to be shared. Although we were allowed to take a peep in this novel and

see some secrets. These four book were so, so, so very good. Thanks Jean Reinhardt for sharing

with the world.

I gave this 5stars because I could not put it down. This was the 4th book of the series and every one

was better then the last. The author Jean Reinhardt makes you feel like you are right there in the

middle of all the family turmoil. I loved each and every character and the storyline continued to

captivate me and lead me on. I look forward to her 5th book in this series. I hope it's released

sooner rather then later. If you like historical novels you are bound to love A Legacy of Secrets.

I really enjoyed this book and the other three books in the Irish Family Saga Books by Jean

Reinhart. I was completely into the family and read one book right after the other. I really liked the

characters and the story line. Jean Reinhart is an excellent story teller, and I really enjoyed learning

what Irish families often had to do to provide or their families during that period in history.

Loved this whole series. There were 4 books and now I see a 5th came out. I read all four of them in

10 days, it's a continuing series about anIrish family in the late 1800s. Very touching and I loved

following the family through all the books. Looking forward to reading the 5th ones as well. The

kindle price of 99Ã‚Â¢ is awesome as well,

This group of stories should be in one book. One after another the reader connects with the

characters, joins them goes through events that envelope and engage them in a close partnership

with the characters as If the reader is the sitting byBy the author as the book is written.I so enjoyed

each book and will recommend them to my family and friends.

This series is certainly a historical fiction collection.. I suppose loosely based on historical facts is

generous but a lot of "good guy" winning in the end to face yet another staggering challenge type of

reading. Okay if you just want to have a "chill out" type reading.



I've read the whole series so far - eagerly await book 5 - and have been impressed all the way

through with the way Jean has aged her characters, kept the feeling of the struggles the Irish

suffered through those years and kept the story unfolding. The other thing that is impressive, is that

nothing has been lost in the translation. Congratulations to both you and your translator. This is a

very enjoyable series, and I have read an loved each book.
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